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(57) ABSTRACT 

A process of and apparatus for rapidly producing a 
multicolor print from a multicolor original such as a 
transparency in which there are carried out successive 
cycles of operations each of which cycles comprises 
electrostatically charging a photoconductive surface, 
exposing the surface to a particular color radiation 
pattern derived from the original, wetting the surface 
with clear resistive liquid, and thereafter applying a 
developing agent to the surface for the particular 
color being developed during that cycle. The ap 
paratus produces the multicolored copy automatically, 
and, with but minor changes in the apparatus, the 
sequence of colors to be developed can be readily 
changed for successive sequences. 

29 Claims, 25 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
ELECTROSTATC COLOR PRINTNG 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is known that color prints can be reproduced from 
a color original by electrophotographic methods by the 
steps of applying an electric charge to a photoconduc 
tive surface or layer, exposing the charged surface to a 
filtered pattern of radiation to form a latent electro 
static image, applying a colored developing agent and 
repeating the sequence with different colors as necessa 
ry. 

With this known state of the art, the problems en 
countered in rapidly, efficiently and inexpensively 
processing color prints of high quality have not been 
resolved. Color printing requires exact or closely con 
trolled registration of one color with respect to the 
others to provide quality prints. Further, the process of 
successively exposing the photoconductive layer to 20 
various color components of the image to be 
reproduced has notheretofore been successfully imple 
mented due to the complexity of the problems involved 
and due to the many variables implicit in this intricate 
art. For example, attempting to overcome one problem 
such as fatigue of the photoconductor may give rise to 
another problem such as failure to overprint fully. 
Another problem is the removal of excess liquid from 
the surface being developed during development. 

I have invented a system for producing color prints 
by an electrostatic process which overcomes the de 
fects of systems of the prior art. My process and ap 
paratus produces such prints in a rapid, expeditious and 
relatively inexpensive manner. My system overcomes 
both the problem of photoconductor fatigue and of 
failure to overprint fully. It effectively solves the 
problem of removal of excess liquid during develop 
ment. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The major object of my invention is to provide a 
process for electrophotographically producing color 
prints of high quality. 
Another object of my invention is to provide an elec 

trophotographic machine for automatically producing 
high quality and inexpensive color prints. 
A further object of my invention is to provide a 

machine for producing a color print electrophoto 
graphically by means of an automatic cycle of opera 
tions which can be controlled to a high degree of sen 
sitivity. 
A still further object of my invention is to provide an 

automatic sequencing machine for providing color co 
pies electrophotographically in which the color 
sequence can be readily changed. 
Other and further objects of my invention will appear 

from the following description. 
In general my invention contemplates the provision 

of a process of and apparatus for producing color prints 
from a transparency or the like in which the print 
material is successively carried through a plurality of 
cycles, each of which includes charging the photocon 
ductive surface of the material, exposing the charged 
surface to one of the component colors of the original, 
wetting the exposed surface with clear resistive liquid, 
and then developing the image of that color. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the accompanying drawings which form a part of 
the instant specification and which are to be read in 
conjunction therewith and in which like reference nu 
merals are used to indicate like parts in the various 
views: 

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a machine in ac 
cordance with a first embodiment of the invention, the 

0 exterior housing of the machine having been removed 
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25 

30 

to show the interior thereof; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along line 2-2 of 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along line 3-3 of 

FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of a wetting 

liquid tray as used herein; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic view of one form of control cir 

cuit which may be employed in the form of my inven 
tion shown in FIGS. 1 to 4. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the sequence of steps of 
the embodiment of my invention shown in FIGS. 1 to 4. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic view of the developer particle 
size control system for the developing tray of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 8 is an exploded perspective view of an alterna 
tive form of developer tank; 

FIG. 9 is a schematic view, of one form of a wetting 
agent filtration system for a wetting agent tray of FIG. 
1; 
FIG. 9a is a schematic view of an alternate filter 

member for the system of FIG.9; 
FIG, 10 is a front elevation of the interior of an al. 

5 ternate form of my apparatus with parts broken away 
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and with other parts shown in section; 
FIG. 11 is a side elevation of the apparatus shown in 

FIG. 10 taken along line 11-11 of FIG. 10; 
FIG. 12 is a schematic view of one form of control 

circuit which may be used in the form of my invention 
shown in FIGS. 10 and 11; 

FIG. 13 is an exploded perspective view of one form 
of developing tray of the embodiment of my apparatus 
shown in FIGS. 10 and 11; 

FIG. 14 is a side elevation of the copy material 
clamping mechanism of the embodiment shown in 
FIGS. 10 and 11 with the parts thereof in released con 
dition; 

FIG. 15 is a side elevation of the copy material 
clamping mechanism with the parts in clamping posi 
tion; 

FIG. 16 is a perspective view of a corona unit and a 
wetting unit of the form of my apparatus shown in 
FIGS. 10 and 11; 

F.G. 17 is a perspective view of a third embodiment 
of my invention with the housing thereof partially 
broken away; 

FIG. 18 is a fragmentary view of the form of my ap 
paratus shown in FIG. 17 illustrating the interaction 
between the paper carriage and the wetting unit during 
the prewetting step; 

FIG. 19 is a fragmentary view of the form of my ap 
paratus shown in FIG. 17 illustrating a developing step; 

FIG. 20 is an end elevation of the apparatus shown in 
FIG. 19, with a part shown in section and with other 
parts broken away; 
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FIG. 21 is a fragmentary view of the form of my 

machine shown in FIG. 17 illustrating the after-wetting 
and drying actions thereof; 

FIG. 22 is a fragmentary view of the developer of the 
form of my apparatus shown in FIG. 17 illustrating my 
developer tank stabilizing system; 

FIG. 23 is a perspective view of one form of electro 
static filtering system which I may employ in the form 
of my invention illustrated in FIGS. 17 and 18; 

FIG. 24 is a schematic view illustrating one form of 
control system which I may employ in the form of my 
apparatus illustrated in FIG. 17. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to FIGS. 1 to 3 the first embodiment 
of my electrostatic copying machine, indicated 
generally by the reference character 10, normally is en 
cased in an opaque housing, (not shown). A carriage, 
indicated generally by the reference character 12 sup 
ports the projector, the copy paper and the paper feed 
system, to be described in detail hereinbelow. The car 
riage 12 is translatable along a linear travel path trans 
versely of the machine past a bank of processing sta 
tions indicated generally by the numeral 14, and 
disposed between the side walls 16 of the machine 10. 

Carriage 12 includes a front wall 18, a back wall 20 
and side walls 21. Respective pitch chains 22 extending 
around sprocket wheels 24 on the machine frame are 
connected to the carriage 12 so as to move the carriage 
across the machine on guide rails 26 when the chains 
are driven in a manner to be described. 
A bracket 28 secured to the wall 20 carries a roll 30 

of copy material 34. From the roll 30 the copy material 
extends over a paper length measuring roll 42 under a 
guide roll 44, through the space between an exposure 
window 36 and a vertically shiftable clamping pad 38, 
under a guide roll 37 through the nip between feed rolls 
48, and through the space between a rotary cutting 
blade 51 and a stationary cutting blade 52 to an outlet 
slot 50 in front wall 18. 

Respective shafts 32 supported by side walls 21 ad 
jacent the front of the carrier 12 carry supplies of 
blotting material 35 lengths of which extend under the 
guide rolls 37 and 44 and under clamping pad 38 over 
the edges of the material 34 to take-up rolls 40 on side 
walls 21. As will be explained more fully hereinbelow in 
operation of my machine a solenoid 39 is actuated to 
move pad 38 downwardly to move the blotting material 
into engagement with the copy material edges to 
remove any developer which tends to flow over the 
edges of the copy material during development. Suita 
ble clutches are provided for the feed rolls 48 and for 
the rotary paper cutter 51. The clutches are controlled 
by the control circuit to be described hereinafter and 
by operation of measuring roll 42. 

Carriage 12 also supports the projection and expo 
sure unit, indicated generally by the reference 
character 60 of my system. Owing to the fact that the 
exposure system and the paper transport system are 
mounted on the same carriage proper registry of the 
image produced by the projection system with an al 
ready developed image on the copy material is ensured. 
The unit 60 includes a projector 70 mounted on the 

base 62 of carriage 12. Projector 70 may be a slide pro 
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jector of known design in which a holder 77 supports a 
transparency to be copied between a lamp 72 and a 
lens 74. 
While the invention is described as utilizing transmis 

sion through a transparency, it can be understood that 
the principles set forth apply equally to systems with 
light reflected from the surface coloration of an image. 
The radiation pattern emitted through the lens is 

directed towards the outer annulus of an optical filter 
wheel 80. This filter wheel has its outer annulus com 
prising a series of angularly spaced color filter screens, 
each filter screen being of a different color. By stepping 
wheel 80 in a manner to be described to position vari 
ous filter segments in front of the transparency, the 
portion of the color spectrum transmitted from the 
transparency can be varied. The filter wheel 80 may be 
stepped angularly through an arc of proper length by a 
solenoid or a motor 82 to position successive filters in 
the line of transmission from lens during successive 
projection periods. 
The radiation pattern transmitted through a filter 

strikes the surface of an inclined mirror 84 on base 62 
and is reflected upwardly toward the length of blank 
copy paper 34 resting on window 36. 
As has been pointed out hereinabove the ends of 

chains 22 are attached to carriage 12. A reversible 
drive motor 66 is adapted to be energized to drive a 
shaft carrying sprocket wheels 24 at the left of the 
machine as viewed in FiG. 2 to move carriage 12 back 
and forth between limits defined by switches 67 and 68. 
In FIG. 2 the left hand limit position of carriage 12 is 
shown in full lines and the right hand limit position 
thereof in broken lines. 
The bank 14 of color processing units is located in 

termediate the limit positions of the carriage 12 at a 
height between the mirror 84 and the window 36. The 
side walls 21 of the carriage 12 are so shaped as to per 
mit the bank 14 of units to move through this space as 
the carriage reciprocates. As viewed from right to left 
in FIG. 2 bank 14 includes a corona charging unit 101, 
a wetting unit 102, a group of developing units 103 to 
106 corresponding to four different colors, another 
wetting unit 107, and another corona unit 108. 
The charging units 101 and 108 each include corona 

wires normal or approximately normal to the travel 
path of the carriage structure 12. The charging wires at 
both stations 101 or 108 are connected in parallel to a 
high voltage direct current source, each charger being 
connected to the negative source lead, while the con 
ductive layer of the paper length 34 is connected to 
ground. When one of the chargers 120 is energized in 
dividually by the high voltage direct current source, the 
charger emits an electrostatic charging corona to apply 
a charge to paper 34, as is well known in the art. 

Referring now to FIG.8 I have shown one form of as 
sembly which may comprise the unit 102, for example. 
Tank 122 has ends 124 provided with bearing journals 
128 for receiving semicircular bearings 130 which 
pivotally carry rollers 126 formed of any suitable 
material such as rubber or aluminum or the like. Tank 
122 is filled with a resinous liquid insulating material to 
such a level that rollers 126 are partially immersed in 
the liquid. As the copy material passes over the tray 
122 in contact with rollers 126the latter rotate to apply 
liquid to the underside of the material 34. Solenoids 
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162 to 167 associated with the respective units 102 to 
107 are adapted selectively to be energized to raise the 
corresponding tray in a manner to be described to bring 
rollers 126 to positions at which they will engage the 
material 34 or the carriage 12. Any suitable means such 
as vertically extending pins 132 may support the tank 
122 as it is lifted by the solenoid 162 or 167. 

I have discovered that in the course of development 
of successive images without full drying of the material 

6 
rolls. Positioning of the smallest roll last in the direction 
of movement of the copy material during developing 
provides a wiping action which leaves the material rela 
tively dry after development. 

Preferably I position a sponge or polyurethane foam 
pad 160 on spacers 162a on the bottom of each tray. 
The pad of foam has a sloping upper face to maintain 
contact with the underside of each of the rollers 146 of 
the tray. I maintain the developer liquid at a level ad 

34 some toner may find its way into the prewetting O jacent the top of the pad 160 to saturate the pad and 
liquid in tank 122. The obvious disadvantage in such a 
circumstance is the application of toner to the material 
34 in the course of the prewetting operation. Referring 
to FIG. 9, I may provide a filtration and recirculation 
system for the wetting liquid in trays 122. A drain tube 
185a passes wetting liquid from the wetting tray 122 to 
a filler chamber 186a formed from insulating material. 
A mass of steel wool 188a or other large surface area 
conductor within the chamber 186a is connected to the 
negative terminal of the high voltage direct current 
supply 190. A pump 192a removes liquid from 
chamber 186a through a line 191a and delivers it to 
tray 122 through a tube 194a. 
By imposing this high voltage on the large surface 

area conductor 188a, any toner particles carried into 
the circulated wetting liquid will precipitate onto the 
charged conductor and will be held there. I have found 
that the liquid provides sufficient grounding to 
eliminate the need for a connection from the positive 
or ground lead of source 190 to chamber 186. 

Referring now to FIG. 9a as an alternative to the 
system of FIG. 9, I use a conductive cylinder 195a to 
which the inlet 185a and the outlet 191a are con 
nected. A cylindrical mesh conducting screen 196a is 
spaced from the wall of cylinder 195a by insulators 
197. The mesh screen 196a is connected to the nega 
tive lead of a low voltage (30 volt d.c) source 198, 
while the cylinder 195a is connected to the positive ter 
minal. The low voltage causes toner particles carried in 
the liquid to be attracted to the mesh screen and the 
clean liquid will be pumped back to the wetting tray. 
While I might use the construction shown in FIG. 8 

for the developing units 103 to 106, preferably lem 
ploy the construction illustrated in FIG. 4 in which I 
have shown the details of construction of the unit 103, 
for example. Each of the units such as the unit 103, 
comprises a generally rectangular tray 140 for receiv 
ing developer liquid. Blocks 142 adjacent the sides of 
the tray are formed with vertically extending slotted 
bores 144 for slidably receiving bearings 146 which 
rotatably receive the shaft ends of rollers 148. Springs 
150 in bores 144 below the bearings 146 resiliently 
urge the bearings upwardly in bores 144 to position the 
upper portions thereof out of the liquid and into con 
tact with the material 34 passing by the station. 

Preferably form the rollers 148 from anodized alu 
minum or the like and I serrate or knurl the surfaces 
thereof. I further so arrange the rollers 148 as to have 
progressively decreasing diameters in the direction of 
movement of the copy material past the unit. Anodiz 
ing the rollers produces an insulating surface thereon 
while the surface knurling ensures good distribution of 
the developer. Although the rollers are of different 
diameters they are so spring loaded that a plane in the 
path of movement of the copy material is tangent to all 
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keep a supply of liquid toner in contact with the rollers 
at all times. 
From the structure just described it will be seen that, 

with a developing tray in its raised position, as the car 
riage 12 moves thereby the rollers are rotated by con 
tact with the material 34 to carry developer out of the 
tray and to deposit the liquid on the photoconductive 
layer in accordance with the latent electrostatic image 
thereon. By the use of a large number of small diameter 
rollers, each roller contacts only a small portion of the 
image in the course of a revolution and each portion of 
the copy is contacted by at least one roller during 
development. As a result, no undesirable blank spots 
are produced in the developed copy such as otherwise 
might result if the roller system were such that a por 
tion of the surface thereof which had already 
developed one area were then required to develop a 
following area of the copy material before the roller 
completed a revolution. By the use of rollers of dif 
ferent diameters, a more random distribution of 
developer takes place, insuring that the entire latent 
image is developed. 

It may be desirable to bias the developer rolls. For 
example, a voltage of from -2.0 volts to -5.0 d.c. volts 
may be applied between the body of the rollers 148 and 
the conductive backing of the photoconductive paper, 
the negative voltage terminal being connected to all of 
the rollers 148 in any suitable fashion. Such a bias volt 
age aids in the removal of excess developer. 

Referring now to FIG. 7 I have shown a system for in 
hibiting agglomeration of toner particles in the 
developer. Such a system may be applied to all 
developer units. Agglomeration of toner particles 
produces a coarseness or graininess in the developed 
copy and prevents production of copies with fine 
gradations in density or contrast. 

In the system illustrated in FIG. 7 a drain tube 170 
conducts developer liquid from tray 140 to the toner 
supply bottle 172 through a stopper 174 in the mouth 
of the inverted supply bottle 172. An overflow tube 175 
leads from tray 140 at a level adjacent the top of 
sponge 160 to the inside of the bottle 172 at a location 
above the normal level of liquid therein. A pump 178 
draws liquid from bottle 172 through a tube 176 and 
feeds the liquid through a line 179 to an agitator 180 
the outlet of which is connected to the interior of tray 
140 by a line 181. Agitator 180 may, for example, be a 
wedge jet-edge whistle of the type shown on pages 
130-132 of "Ultrasonics' (2nd Edition 1960) by Ben 
son Corlin, published by McGraw Hill, New York, N.Y. 
The agitator 180 when energized produces internal 
cavitation to disperse the particles in the liquid and 
reduce the average particle size. 

I employ a comparatively small diameter tube 170 as 
my drain tube so that the amount of liquid fed to the 
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tray is greater than the amount leaving the tray. During 
this process the liquid level in the bottle drops and air is 
drawn through tube 175 to equalize the bottle pressure. 
Using my system, the liquid in the system of FIG. 7 can 
be agitated completely within a short time, at which 
time the recirculation can be terminated. Pump 178 
and agitator 180 can be cycled as frequently as neces 
sary for the particular toner used. Since such a system 
may be provided for each developing liquid, the cycling 
can be effected automatically on occurrence of any 
predetermined condition or continuous recirculation 
may be provided. 
My system and apparatus embody a unique color 

correcting feature. Considering, for example, that the 
prints are to be developed with toner pigments of three 
different colors, such for example as yellow, cyan and 
magenta, yellow pigment may be applied after having 
exposed the copy material to the image through a blue 
filter since the yellow pigment absorbs blue. Similarly, 
magenta can be applied to the exposed copy material 
after applying the image thereto through a green filter, 
since magenta absorbs green. Similarly, since cyan ab 
sorbs red, that pigment can be applied to the copy 
material after having exposed the charged material to 
the image of the transparency through a red filter. Con 
sidering for example, the development of a blue area of 
the transparency that could be done by first exposing 
the charged copy material to an image of the trans 
parency through a red filter and developing the latent 
image thus produced with developer containing cyan 
pigment. Next, the copy material would again be 
charged exposed to the image of the transparency 
through a green filter and this latent image developed 
with magenta toner particles. Similarly, a red area 
could be developed by successively developing images 
with yellow toner pigment and then with magenta toner 
pigment. 
While the absorptions of the respective pigments 

nominally are as described above, as a matter of fact 
the only truly pure pigment is yellow, since it will ab 
sorb blue only. While cyan nominally absorbs red, it 
also absorbs some green so that theoretically it can be 
considered to include a little magenta. Moreover, while 
magenta nominally absorbs green, it also absorbs some 
blue, so that it theoretically can be considered to in 
clude a little blue. In my system I have accounted for 
the deviations of the pigment absorptions from nominal 
so as to produce prints the colors of which more 
faithfully represent those of the transparency being 
reproduced. 
Considering for example, the instance in which I wish 

to print a blue area corresponding to a blue area of the 
transparency, I first charge the copy material and then 
expose it to the image of the transparency through a 
red filter so that charge remains in the blue area. If lim 
mediately develop the image with cyan and then 
charge, expose and develop with magenta there would 
be too much magenta in the blue area owing to the ef 
fective presence of magenta in the cyan. I overcome 
this effect by reducing the amount of magenta which 
will be deposited sufficiently to account for the effec 
tive presence of magenta in the cyan. To do this, after 
the first exposure of the material to the image through a 
red filter I develop the latent image in cyan. After the 
photo-conductor has been charged as before I expose 
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8 
through a green filter and then momentarily expose the 
paper to the image through a blue filter slightly to 
reduce the charge remaining in the area which is to be 
printed blue. When that has been done, I subject the 
latent image to developer containing magenta toner. 
Next, I charge as before, expose the material through a 
green filter and then develop with magenta. The result 
is an extremely faithful reproduction of the blue color. 
As a second example, considering the reproduction 

of a red area which requires yellow and magenta pig 
ments, I first charge the copy material, then expose it to 
an image of the transparency through a blue filter to 
leave a charge in the area which is to be printed red. If 
now development with yellow toner were to take place, 
followed by exposure through a green filter and 
development with magenta the resultant printed area 
would have too much yellow owing to the charac 
teristic of the magenta of having a portion of yellow 
therein. To obviate that result, following exposure 
through the blue filter, I momentarily expose the copy 
material to the image through a red filter slightly to 
reduce the charge in the region which is to be printed 
red. When that has been done, I develop the latent 
image with yellow pigment toner, then charge the 
material, expose it to the image through a green filter 
and develop with magenta. The result is a printed area 
having just enough magenta and yellow faithfully to 
reproduce the red color which I desired to print. 
While I have described two particular instances of 

color correction, it will readily be apparent that other 
particular color correction operations may be carried 
out. Further, while I have described a particular 
sequence of toner colors, it will readily be appreciated 
that this may vary. 

Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6, in the block diagram 
of FIG. 6 the horizontally extending lines from top to 
bottom illustrate passages of the carriage 12 across the 
machine with the arrows indicating the direction of 
passage. The vertical dot-dash lines separate the loca 
tions at which different operations take place, while the 
blocks indicate those operations. Beginning in the 
upper right hand corner of FIG. 6 and assuming that 
carriage 12 is at the right hand as viewed in FIG. 1, that 
a length of copy material 34 is positioned over expo 
sure window 36 and that a transparency 76 to be 
printed is located in holder 77, I first expose the copy 
material 34 to the image of the transparency for a rela 
tively long period of time in a "fatigue exposure' step. I 
have discovered that this step affords greater tonal 
range in the resultant prints since the material will not 
accept as large a charge during subsequent charging. In 
some instances this operation may not be necessary. In 
the particular embodiment of my machine illustrated in 
FIGS. 1 to 9, I further have shown an arrangement in 
which the initial developing operation in black and 
white as may be required and for the purpose of per 
mitting the machine to copy black and white trans 
parencies. 
The electrical control circuit shown in FIG. 5 in 

cludes a fifteen stage ring counter 200 adapted to be 
stepped from stage to stage upon the application of suc 
cessive pulses to the input section I by a 12-input OR 
circuit 202. A push button switch 230 is adapted to be 
operated to begin operation of the machine and to step 
counter 200 from its home stage to its first stage. 
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Respective monostable multivibrators. 221 to 228, the 
individual output pulse lengths of which may be varied 
by suitable controls. 251 to 258, are triggered on in 
response to outputs in the first, third, fifth, sixth, 
eighth, ninth, eleventh and 12th places of counter 200. 
An OR circuit 234 applies the outputs of multivibrators 
221 to 228 to energize lamp 72. At the end of each 
multivibrator period capacitors apply pulses to circuit 
202 to step the counter 200 to its next stage. An OR 
circuit 238 applies the triggering pulses from counter 
stages five, six, eight, nine, 11, 12 and 14 to the light 
filter stepper-82. An OR circuit 240 applies the second, 
seventh and 13th place outputs to the left drive circuit 
244, of motor. 66, while an OR circuit 242 applies the 
fourth, 10th and 14th place outputs to the right drive 
circuit, 246 of motor 66. Respective capacitors nor 
mally couple limit switches 67 and 68 to OR-circuit 202 
to step the counter 200. 
A manually operable switch 232 is adapted to be ac 

tuated to apply, the signal from switch 68 to one ter 
minal of a two-input. AND circuit 233 the other ter 
minal of which receives the fourth stage output to reset 
the counter when black and white only is desired. 

I apply the second stage output to the left charger: 
unit 101 and to wetting unit 102 through OR circuit 
236. The fourth stage output activates wetting unit 102, 
developer, unit 103 and the right charger 108. The 
seventh stage. output activates the left charger, 101, 
developer unit 104 and the wetting unit 107. The tenth 
stage output activates units 102,105 and 108 while the 
thirteenth stage activates units 106 and 107. The fif 
teenth stage controls the paper feeding, cutting and 
clamping operations. 
With the machine in the ready condition described 

hereinabove button switch. 230 is actuated to step the 
counter to its first stage to cause multivibrator 221 to 
energize lamp 72. In this condition of my machine 
wheel 80 is in a position at which either no filter or a 
translucent filter is between the transparency 76 and 
the copy material 34. The copy material is exposed to 
the image of the transparency for the period of time for 
which multivibrator 221 is set to produce the fatigue 
exposure described above and indicated in FIG. 6 by 
block 182. At the end of the pulse put out by mul 
tivibrator. 221 counter 200 is stepped to its second 
stage. The resultant output energizes the left hand drive 
244 through OR circuit. 240 to cause the carriage 12 to 
drive to the left as viewed in FIG. 1. At the same time, 
units 102 and 101 are activated so that as the carriage 
moves thereby the copy material 34 is prewet and then 
charged as indicated by blocks 183 and 184 in FIG. 6. 
When the carriage arrives at its left limit position 
switch 67 closes to apply a pulse to circuit.202 to step 
counter 200 from its second stage to its third stage. 
When that occurs, lamp 72 is again energized to expose 
the material 34 for the black and white exposure as in 
dicated by block 185 in FIG. 6. At the end of the expo 
sure period the counter steps from its third stage to its 
fourth stage at which the counter output energizes the 
right-drive circuit 246, through OR circuit 242 and ac 
tivates units 102, 103 and 108. As the carriage moves 
to the right it successively passes by the activated units 
102,103 and 108 so as to be wet, subjected to black 
developer and recharged as indicated by blocks 186, 
187 and 188 in FG, 6. 
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Upon its arrival at its right limit position carriage 12 

operates switch 68. If switch 232 has been operated the 
print will be discharged as indicated by block 189 in 
FIG. 6: If, on the other hand, a color print is being 
made, switch 68 causes the counter 200 to step from its 
fourth to its fifth stage. At the fifth stage, filter 80 is 
stepped to position the red filter between the trans 
parency and the copy material and lamp 72 is energized 
to expose the copy material to an image of the trans 
parency through the red filter. At the end of the pulse 
put out by multivibrator 223 the counter again steps to 
its sixth stage. The counter output at that stage 
operates filter stepper 82 to position the proper cor 
recting filter in accordance with the description 
hereinabove between the transparency and the copy 
material and lamp 72 is energized for a short period of 
time required for correction. It will readily be ap 
preciated that the optimum times required for the prin 
cipal exposure and for the correcting exposure can 
easily be determined by trial and error. Moreover, the 
exposure times are easily adjusted in my apparatus by 
varying the periods of the multivibrators. The principal 
exposure is indicated by block 190a in FIG. 6 while the 
block 190b indicates the correcting exposure. At the 
end of the correcting exposure counter 200 steps to its 
seventh stage to energize the left hand drive 244 and 
the units 101, 104 and 107. As the carriage moves to 
the left the copy material is sequentially wet, subjected 
to cyan developer and charged as indicated by blocks 
19, 192 and 193. 
On arrival of the carriage at its left limit the copy 

material again is exposed in a main exposure and a cor 
rection exposure as indicated by block 194. These 
operations take place in the eighth and ninth stages to 
the counter 200. During the tenth stage units 102, 105 
and 108 are activated sequentially to wet the copy 
material, to subject it to yellow developer and to charge 
it. Upon its arrival at the right limit another exposure 
and correcting exposure operation takes place through 
the eleventh and twelfth stages as indicated by block 
195. During the thirteenth stage, the carriage 12 moves 
to the left to subject the copy material to a wetting and 
magenta developing operation. Finally the carriage is 
reversed during the fourteenth stage and upon arrival 
at its home position the color print is emitted during the 
fifteenth stage as indicated by block 196 to complete 
the printmaking process. 
The feed rolls 48 and the rotary cutter blade 51 may 

be driven by a motor 57 through a normally disengaged 
clutch 55 and a one revolution clutch 53. Motor 57 
may be energized in any suitable manner as by actua 
tion of push button switch 230. At the 15th stage of the 
counter 200 a pulse is applied to the "on" input ter 
minal of a flip-flop 59 to energize clutch 55 to cause 
feed-rolls 48 to be driven to draw material 34 from roll 
30. At the same time solenoid 39 is energized to lift pad 
38. A counter 61 counts the number of revolutions of 
paper measuring roll, 42 and, when the number of . 
revolutions corresponds to the desired length of paper 
the counter 61 puts out a pulse to turn flip-flop 59 off 
and to actuate clutch 53 to cut the length of copy 
material. The output of the 15th stage also is applied to 
circuit 202 to return the counter 200 to its initial condi 
tion. 
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For purposes of clarity I have indicated adjacent the 
respective blocks of FIG. 6 the corresponding stages of 
operation of the counter 200 of FIG. 5 during which 
the different operations take place. It is further to be 
understood that while I have described a particular 
sequence of color developers it may be desirable to 
vary that sequence. Moreover, while correcting expo 
sures have been described in connection with all three 
color exposures, usually it is necessary to correct for 
only two of the three colors. 

It is to be noted that in the course of the developing 
operation the length of copy material bearing the latent 
image is not immersed in developer liquid as in electro 
static liquid developer systems of the prior art but only 
the image bearing side is subjected to the action of the 
developer. Owing to that fact a dry print is more easily 
produced. 
The developer liquid I employ is made up of any 

suitable clear resistive carrier liquid in which toner par 
ticles of dyed resin or pigment-resin combination are 
suspended. By way of example the carrier liquid may be 
synthetic saturated hydrocarbon sold by Esso Corpora 
tion under the tradenames "Isopar G' and 'Isopar H'. 
The prewetting liquid is a clear resistive liquid such 

as the carrier liquid described above with no toner or 
dye added. I have discovered that the prewetting opera 
tion enables me to use higher concentrations of toner in 
the developing tray thus improving the developing ac 
tion. By the same token the problem of depletion of 
liquid in the developer units is reduced. The copy 
material I employ may be any suitable type known to 
the art such as the well known zinc oxide coated paper. 
Preferably, however, I employ a copy material having a 
conductive backing, such as that disclosed in my 
copending application Ser. No. 853,175 filed Aug. 16, 
1969, now abandoned. 
Referring now to FIGS. 10 to 16 one alternate form 

of my apparatus, indicated generally by the reference 
character 300, results in an appreciable reduction in 
width of the machine. It includes a carriage indicated 
generally by the reference character 302 provided with 
a plurality of rollers 304 which ride on rods 306 sup 
ported by housing 308 to mount the carrier 302 in the 
housing for reciprocating movement between a first 
position indicated in full lines at the left in FIG. 10 and 
a second position indicated in broken lines at the right 
in the figure. A platform 310 on carriage 302 supports 
the machine projector 312. A cantilevered portion 314 
carries the paper clamping, feeding and cutting system 
indicated generally by reference character 316 as well 
as a supply roll 318 of copy material 320. Any suitable 
means may be employed to drive carriage 302. For ex 
ample, a reversible motor 322 may drive a sprocket 
wheel 324 carrying a pitch chain 326 trained around an 
idler sprocket 328 and having its ends connected to 
carriage 302. 
As the carriage moves from the full line position in 

FIG. 10 to the broken line position it carries the copy 
material successively past a corona unit, indicated 
generally by the reference character 330, a wetting unit 
indicated generally by reference character 332, the 
periphery of a developer ferris wheel, indicated 
generally by reference character 334, a second wetting 
unit indicated generally by the reference character 336 
and a second corona unit indicated generally by the 
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12 
reference character 338. Respective frames 340 ex 
tending perpendicular to the axis of wheel334 from the 
sides of housing 308 toward wheel 334 support corona 
units 330 and 338 and support wetting units 332 and 
336 for limited vertical movement in a manner to be 
described. Respective brackets 342 and 344 on the 
machine side walls carry respective filter units 346 and 
34.8a. From the structure just described it will be seen 
that the carriage movement may take place without in 
terference with the corona and wetting units or with the 
ferris wheel. Moreover, the ferris wheel rotates without 
interference between the developer units and any of 
the stationary units. 

Referring now to FIGS. 10, 11, 14 and 15 the copy 
material 320 coming from roll 318 passes through the 
nip between a driven roll 348 and an idler roll 350 and 
under a pressure pad 352 to the nip between a second 
driven roll 354 and an idler roll 356. After leaving the 
nip between rolls 354 and 356 the copy material passes 
a guillotine cutter 358 to a pair of delivery rolls 360 
which deliver the finished copy to a tray 362 from 
which the copy passes outwardly through an opening 
364 in the housing to the operator of the machine. 

Pressure pad 352 has sides provided with horizon 
tally extending inwardly directed flanges 366. A shaft 
368 passing through slots in the sides of the pressure 
pad carries eccentric actuators 370 adapted to engage 
flanges 366 in the position shown in FIG. 14 to raise the 
pressure pad 352 or to engage the pad 352 to move it 
downwardly to draw the paper below the level of a 
plane passing through the nips of the feed rolls. A sole 
noid 372 has an armature 374 formed with rack teeth 
which engage a pinion 376 carried by shaft 368. I so ar 
range the parts that the armature 374 normally is spring 
loaded to a position at which pad 352 is held down. 
Upon energization of the solenoid 372 shaft 368 is 
rotated to a position at which the pad is raised. 
A motor 378 is adapted to be clutched to a sprocket 

wheel 380 by a clutch 382 to cause the sprocket wheel 
to drive a pitch chain 384 to rotate rolls 348 and 354 to 
pull material off the roll 318 and into position under 
the pad 352. Motor 378 may also be coupled to rolls 
360 to deliver a finished copy. A solenoid 386 is 
adapted to be energized to actuate the cutter 358 to cut 
a completed length of material. 
The operation of the paper feeding, paper clamping 

and cutting mechanism is substantially the same as that 
described hereinabove in connection with the embodi 
ment of my invention shown in FIGS. 1 to 9. For exam 
ple, a pulse produced at the end of a copying cycle can 
be used to activate clutch 382 and to energize solenoid 
372 for a period of time sufficient to permit a fresh 
length of material to be positioned under the pad 352. 
The end of the paper feeding operation can be signaled 
by measuring the number of revolutions of any of the 
rollers 348,350, 354, and 356. This signal may also be 
used to energize solenoid 386 to cut the completed 
length. Rolls 360 may be continuously driven by motor 
378. 

Referring now to FIGS. 10, 11 and 16 frames 340 
support each of the corona units 330 and 338 and the 
two prewetting units 332 and 336 at locations at which 
the copy material under pad 352 will pass thereover as 
the carriage 302 moves across the machine. Each of the 
units 330 and 338 may for example include a plurality 
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of corona wires 390 which are supplied with potential 
to apply a suitable electrostatic charge to material 
passing thereover. Preferably I connect the outlet of a 
blower 392 to the underside of each of the corona units 
330 and 338. The blower 392 is adapted to supply hot 
air from the heater 394 to the material as it is being 
charged. This operation removes dampness which may 
remain on the material as a result of a previous 
developing operation. I further have discovered that 
this operation tends to restore the photoreceptivity of 
the paper by minimizing fatigue or memory effects 
resulting from preceding exposures. 
Each of the wetting units 332 and 336 includes a 

tank 396 supported for limited vertical movement on 
frame 340. Respective rollers 398 and 400 positioned 
in the tray are adapted to be rotated as the carriage 
passes thereby to apply prewetting liquid to the under 
side of the copy material. Frame 340 supports respec 
tive solenoids 402 and 404 associated with the units 
332 and 336 to raise the units as required to permit the 
rollers to contact the underside of the copy material 
being moved thereby. 
The ferris wheel 334 includes spaced circular plates 

406 and 408 carried by a shaft 410 rotatably supported 
in bearings 412 and 414 carried by standards 416 and 
418 extending upwardly from the floor of the housing 
308. The ferris wheel 334 swingably supports respec 
tive developing units indicated generally by the 
reference characters 420, 422, 424 and 426. I mount 
the developer units on the wheel at centrally located 
points above their centers of gravity so that they remain 
substantially horizontal as the wheel rotates. 

Referring now to FIGS. 10, 11 and 13, in the last 
figure, I have shown the details of one of the units such 
for example as the unit 420. Since the other units 422, 
424 and 426 are of similar construction they will not be 
described in detail. The unit 420 includes a tray 428 
provided with a partition 430 which divides the tray 
into a developer compartment 432 and a blotter roller 
compartment 434. Bearings 436 biased upwardly by 
springs 438 receive a blotter roller 440 and respective 
developer applicator rollers 442 and 444. Yokes 446 
secured to the tray 428 by any suitable means such as 
by screws have bushings 448 received in suitable 
openings in the ferris wheel side plates and retained 
therein by screws 450. thus swingably support each of 
the units such as the unit 420 on the ferris wheel. 
Pumps 452 attached to the undersides of the developer 
units circulate developer. I provide a respective sole 
noid 454 associated with each of the units and adapted 
to be energized to move a pin 456 into an opening in an 
extension 458 on the associated yoke to hold the tray in 
position and to prevent swinging thereof when the tray 
is in the uppermost or active position in FIG. 10. 
The developer rollers 442 and 444 may be of any 

suitable material such as anodized aluminum and may 
have their surfaces finely knurled, etched or sand 
blasted. I so select the diameters of these rollers that 
the circumference of each roller is at least equal to the 
width of the copy material. The rolls may have different 
diameters. Use of two large rolls avoids skidding which 
may occur when a multiplicity of small rolls are used. I 
thus ensure that all areas of the image are fully 
developed. Blotter roll 440 serves to remove excess 
developer prior to the next step. If desired, I may pro 
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vide the trays with pads in the bases thereof such as 
those described in connection with the first embodi 
ment of my invention. 
A drive motor 460 is adapted to be energized to drive 

a friction disc 462 or the like in engagement with the 
periphery of plate 406 to rotate the ferris wheel. I 
mount a solenoid 464 on the support 418 for example 
and bias its armature 466 in a direction to engage the 
outer surface of the disc 408. Thus, armature 466 is 
adapted selectively to ride into one of a plurality of 
holes 468, 470, 472 and 474 to stop the wheel 420. Iso 
locate the holes that with the armature 466 in engage 
ment with one of the holes a particular one of the units 
420, 422, 424 and 426 is positioned in the active loca 
tion at the top as viewed in FIG. 10. If desired I may 
provide another hole 476 for stopping the wheel 420 in 
a home position wherein two of the units such for ex 
ample as units 420 and 422 are at either side of the top 
position in FIG. 10. As will be described hereinbelow, 
the control signal which energizes solenoid 464 also 
controls motor 460. 
Each of the filter units 346 and 348a includes a filter 

478 supported for rotary movement around a vertical 
axis to position respective filter panels 480 of various 
colors in front of a mirror 482 disposed at a 45° angle to 
the horizontal. Respective stepping units 484 of any 
suitable type are adapted to be energized to step the fil 
ters 478 through a distance corresponding to the 
distance between adjacent panels 480. 
With carriage 302 at one or the other of its two limit 

positions projector 312 is so located that a lamp 4.86 
will direct light through a transparency 488 in the pro 
jector through one of the filter panels 480 of the unit 
346 or 348 adjacent which the carriage is positioned 
thence to the mirror 482 and from the mirror upwardly 
toward the length of material 320 below pad 352. 

Referring now to FIG. 12 the operation of the form 
of my apparatus shown in FIGS. 10 to 16 is best un 
derstood by reference to the schematic control circuit 
shown in FIG. 12. I so arrange the wheel solenoid 464 
as to close a switch 490 to energize motor 460 at any 
time when the solenoid armature 466 is not in one of 
the locating holes in the wheel. Conversely, when the 
armature drops into one of the holes the motor is 
deenergized. The circuit of FIG. 12 includes a ring 
counter 492 similar to the counter 200 of FIG. S. With 
the carriage 302 to the left as viewed in FIG. 10 and 
with a length of copy material in position under the pad 
352 operation of the system in initiated by actuating a 
push button 494 to step the counter 492 to its first out 
put place through an OR circuit 496. As a result an 
input is applied to the right drive section of shift motor 
322 through the OR circuit 498 and an OR circuit 500 
applies an input to the right corona 338. The carriage 
then travels to the right and the copy material is 
charged. When the carriage arrives at the right hand 
position a limit switch 502 similar to switch 67 of the 
first embodiment of my invention puts out a signal 
which passes through OR circuit 496 to step counter 
492 to its second place. This action triggers a first mul 
tivibrator 506 to put out a signal which is passed to 
lamp 486 by an OR circuit 508. The pulse length which 
is adjustable is sufficient to energize lamp 486 for the 
required exposure time. At the same time, a signal is 
passed by an OR circuit 507 to solenoid 464 momen 
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tarily to energize the solenoid to withdraw its armature 
466 from the neutral position hole 476 and to energize 
motor 460. When the wheel reaches the next hole such 
as hole 472 for example armature 466 drops into the 
hole and motor 460 stops. 
The proper developer unit for that filter color which 

has been used now is at the active or top position in 
FIG. 10. In this form of control circuit, for purposes of 
simplicity I have eliminated the fatigue exposure step 
shown in FIG. 6. At the end of the exposure time 
counter 492 shifts to its third place. This action indexes 
the right hand filter 348 through an OR circuit 510 to 
place the color correction filter between the trans 
parency and the copy material. At the same time a mul 
tivibrator 512 energizes lamp 486 for the color cor 
rection period and at the end of that time indexes 
counter 492 to its fourth place. When this occurs 
respective OR circuits 514 and 516 energize the left 
corona and the right wetting unit 336. An OR circuit 
518 energizes the left motor drive so that the carriage 
moves to the left first subjecting the copy material to 
the wetting unit 336 then to the active developer tank 
and finally to the left corona 330. 
When the carriage arrives at its left limit position a 

left limit switch 520 puts out a signal to shift the 
counter to its fifth place. In that place a multivibrator 
522 energizes lamp 486 for the principal exposure 
period, the wheel 330 is again stepped and the right 
hand filter 348 shifts to a new position to prepare for 
the next principal exposure operation. At the end of 
this principal exposure counter 492 shifts to its sixth 
position to shift the left hand filter 346 to the correct 
ing color filter and a multivibrator 524 energizes the 
lamp 486 for the correcting color period. 
Rather than explaining the subsequent steps in the 

process in detail I have indicated adjacent the respec 
tive blocks in FIG. 12 the counter places during which 
the various units are active. It will be seen that in addi 
tion to the energizations just described respective mul 
tivibrators 526, 528 and 530 energize lamp 486 during 
the eighth, ninth and 11th places of the counter. The 
wheel solenoid 464 is energized at the second, fifth, 
eighth, 11th and 14th places. The left drive of the 
motor 322 is energized at the fourth, 10th and 14th 
places while the right motor drive is energized at the 
first, seventh and 13th places. Left filter assembly 346 
is stepped at the sixth, eighth, 12th and 14th places 
through an OR circuit 530a. Right filter assembly 348 
is stepped at the third, fifth, ninth and 11th places. Left 
corona 330 is energized at the fourth and 10th places 
while the right corona 338 is energized at the first and 
seventh places. The left wetting unit 332 is activated at 
the seventh and 13th places through an OR circuit 532 
while the right wetting unit 336 is activated at the 
fourth and 10th places. It will further be seen by follow 
ing the control circuit through that I have illustrated 
color correction for each of the colors applied. lt will 
readily be appreciated that color correction, as is 
pointed out hereinabove, is required for only two 
colors and no color correction is required for black. 
The correction step is easily eliminated merely by 
eliminating one of the second filter stepping opera 
tions. 
At the end of a cycle, as the carriage 302 returns 

home to the left hand position the paper clamping, 
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feeding and cutting mechanism is activated by the 
block 534. 

Referring now to FIG. 17 I have shown a still further 
form of apparatus which may be used in developing 
color prints in accordance with my process. This form 
of my apparatus, indicated generally by the reference 
character 536 includes the paper supporting, clamping, 
feeding and cutting mechanism carriage 538 which 
supports a roll 540 of copy material 542 from which 
lengths are fed, clamped and cut in the same manner as 
that described in connection with either of the other 
embodiments of my invention. Guide rails 544 slidably 
support carriage 538 for movement laterally of the 
machine housing 546. Any suitable mechanism such as 
a motor 548 driving a pitch chain 550 may be used to 
move the carriage 538. Suitable supports 552 carried 
by the base of housing 546 support the developer wheel 
indicated generally by the reference character 554 
which carries a plurality of developer units indicated 
generally by the reference character 556 which are all 
of the same general construction to be described in 
detail hereinbelow. Adjacent one end of the housing 
546 we mount a projector unit 558 including a source 
of illumination 557, a filter wheel 559 and a trans 
parency support 561 which will not be described in 
detail since they are substantially the same as those 
described hereinbelow in connection with the first em 
bodiment of my invention. A mirror S60 disposed at an 
angle of about 45 to the horizontal is adapted to trans 
late the image projected by the system 558 upwardly 
toward a location at the left side of the machine as 
viewed in FIG. 17. Carriage 538 is adapted to be moved 
from a position beyond wheel 554 to the right to a posi 
tion over the projector 558 and mirror 560. From left 
to right of the machine between the projector 558 and 
the wheel 554, I arrange a corona unit indicated 
generally by the reference character 562, a fluorescent 
or neon lamp 564 provided with a light concentrating 
shield 566 for removing residual charge before 
recharging, a blotting roll unit 568 adapted to be raised 
slightly upon energization of a solenoid 570 to bring a 
blotting roll 572 into the path of copy material on the 
carriage and finally a wetting unit indicated generally 
by the reference character 574 adapted to perform 
both a prewetting and an after wetting operation in a 
manner to be described. 
Any appropriate drive means such as a motor 576 

driving a friction wheel 578 in engagement with the 
periphery of wheel 554 may be used to rotate the 
wheel. I may, moreover, provide any desired type of 
locating means such as the solenoid 579 and holes 581 
described in connection with the form of my invention 
illustrated in FIGS. 10 to 16. 

Referring now to FIG. 22 in the form of my ap 
paratus illustrated in FIG. 17 I provide means for main 
taining all of the units 556 substantially level in the 
course of a revolution of wheel 554. I arrange a plurali 
ty of idler gears 580 in circumferentially spaced rela 
tionship on one of the end plates of wheel 554. A sun 
gear 582 secured to the stationary shaft 583 on which 
wheel 554 rotates meshes with the idler gears 580. 
Positioning gears 584 carried by shafts 586 which sup 
port the trays 556 mesh with gears 580. When the 
wheel 554 rotates in the direction of the arrow A in 
FIG.22 gears 580 roll on the fixed gear 582 and, by vir 
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tue of their engagement with gears 584, constrain the 
units 556 to substantially horizontal dispositions in all 
positions of the wheel. Thus I avoid the danger of 
spilling developer liquid upon rapid movement of the 
wheel if the units 556 are supported for free swinging 
movement. This gear system also holds the active unit 
in fixed position as the paper carriage moves over the 
unit. 

I have discovered that when sand-blasted anodized 
aluminum developing rolls are used to develop continu 
oustone pictures contact of the rollers with the copy 
material leaves small pressure marks on the picture 
which detract from its appearance. Referring now to 
FIGS. 17, 19 and 20 each of the developer units 556, 
includes a tank or tray 588 holding developer liquid. 
The developer rolls 590 are resiliently supported in the 
tray and are biased upwardly in the manner described 
hereinabove in connection with the other forms of my 
invention. In this form of my invention I mount spaced 
rails 592 in slots 594 in the sides of the paper carriage 
538. I place shims 596 between the upper edges of the 
rails and the bases of slots 594 and draw the rails 592 
upwardly against the shims by any suitable means such 
as by bolts 598 to position the rails with the undersur 
faces thereof just below the undersurface of the copy 
materials 542. Owing to this arrangement as the car 
riage 538 moves past the developer unit 556 at the top 
of the wheel 554 the undersurfaces of rails 592 contact 
the rollers 590 to prevent the surfaces thereof from 
coming into contact with the portion of the copy 
material 542 which is to be subject to the action of the 
developer. The spacing is such that surface tension in 
the developer fills the gap between the paper and the 
surfaces of the rolls effectively to develop the image 
without permitting the rollers 590 to contact the copy 
material. Owing to this arrangement a more even pic 
ture is obtained. 

Referring now to FIGS. 17, 18 and 21 so arrange 
the wetting unit 574 as to accomplish both the 
predeveloping wetting operation and the postwetting 
operation. The wetting unit includes respective ap 
plicator rolls 600 and 602 spring loaded for movement 
upwardly out of the tray 604 in a manner similar to that 
in which the rolls 590 are mounted. A shaft 606 on the 
tray 604 pivotally supports a wiper blade 608 for move 
ment between a position at which it contacts the sur 
face of roll 600 and a position at which it is out of en 
gagement with the roll. One or more actuating arms 
610 on shaft 606 carry rollers 612 adapted to be en 
gaged by the rails 592 in the course of their passage 
over the unit. A spring 614 normally urges arms 610 to 
positions at which stops 616 engage the wiper blade 
brackets 618. 

In the course of the prewetting operation as the car 
riage 538 moves from left to right rails 592 first come 
into engagement with the rolls 600 and 602 to move it 
downwardly against the action of its biasing springs. 
Next, the leading edges of the rails engage roller 612 to 
swing blade 608 out of engagement with roll 600 and to 
move bracket 618 into engagement with a stop 620. 
Upon continued movement the rails 592 engage roll 
602 to move it downwardly against the action of its 
springs. With the wiper blade 608 thus out of contact 
with roll 600 a thorough wetting of the undersurface of 
the copy material 542 is achieved. This operation, 
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moreover, takes places without contact between the 
rolls 600 and 602 and the copy material. I may make 
the first roll 600 from polyurethane rubber if desired. 
When that is done the central part thereof squeezes 
into contact with the picture. 

After the copy material has been subjected to the ac 
tion of the developer the carriage 538 moves from right 
to left past the wetting unit. When that occurs as shown 
in FIG. 21 rollers 612 are moved by rails 592 to bring 
stops 616 into engagement with brackets 618 to move 
blade 608 into engagement with the surface of the 
roller. When that occurs and in the resultant direction 
of movement of roll 600 wiper blade removes liquid 
drawn out of the tank 604 by roll 600. Thus the post 
wetting operation is achieved by roll 602 while roll 600 
is dry. The postwetting operation of roller 602 removes 
excessive developer from the image. I have discovered 
that this prewetting, postwetting and drying operation 
permits of the use of higher concentration of toner in 
the developer so that the developer is more stable and 
is not as sensitive to depletion of toner. Solid areas are 
filled in rapidly and evenly. Prewetting ensures that 
there is little depletion of liquid from the toner tank 
because the copy material is covered with a film of 
clear liquid before being subjected to developer. 

In the form of my system shown in FIGS. 17, 20 and 
21 I also achieve a most effective drying operation. As 
has been explained hereinabove, after the copy materi 
all 542 has been subjected to the action of the developer 
and following the postwetting and excess liquid 
removal achieved by the unit 574 carriage 538 moves 
toward the blotting roller 572 which is raised into 
operative position by the solenoid 570, Roller 572, like 
the rollers of the other systems which have been 
described, is spring loaded upwardly of its receptacle 
622. I provide cam extensions 624 on rails 592 for con 
trolling the action of the blotter roller 572. I space the 
cams 624 outwardly from rails 592 beyond the ends of 
the developer and wetting rolls so that the cams which 
extend below the level of the rails will not act on the 
developer and wetter rolls. In order to ensure that the 
cams do act on the blotter roll make the latter roll 
somewhat wider than are the developer and wetter 
rolls. I mount an air knife 626 in a position to direct a 
knife-like stream of air across the width of the under 
side of the copy material as it moves from the wetting 
unit 574 toward blotting roll 572. Any suitable means 
such as a blower 628 may supply air to the knife 626. 
As the carriage 538 moves past the knife 626 the 
stream of air forces liquid toward the trailing edge of 
the length of copy material which has been developed. 
As the carriage moves the leading edge of the copy 
material to a position over roll 572 cams 624 move the 
roll downwardly to ensure that it is out of engagement 
with the copy material. When the trailing edge of the 
copy material arrives at a location over the roller 572 
cams 624 release the roller to permit it to move up 
wardly to remove the liquid which has been drive 
toward the trailing edge by the air knife 626. Thus the 
copy material is effectively dried. 

Referring now to FIG. 23. I have shown a system for 
maintaining the clarity of the liquid in the prewet and 
afterwet unit 574. A pump and motor assembly 628a is 
adapted to deliver clear liquid to a line 630 leading to 
an inlet of the tray of unit 574. The outlet line 632 from 
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unit 574 leads into a clear plastic housing 634 of an 
electrostatic precipitating unit indicated generally by 
the reference character 636. The outlet line 638 from 
precipitator 636 is connected to the inlet of the unit 
628a. A branch line 640 conducts clear liquid from line 
630 to the interior of the housing 636 adjacent the top 
thereof. 

Precipitator 636 includes a first set of plates 642 con 
nected to ground by means of a lead 644. I dispose the 
adjacent plates 646 of a second set between adjacent 
plates 642. A conductor 648 connects plates 646 to a 
suitable source of negative direct current potential hav 
ing a magnitude of about 6,000 volts. Plates 642 and 
646 may be formed from any suitable material such for 
example as aluminum. When a dirty after-wash solution 
containing an appreciable amount of toner was passed 
through the precipitator 636 it was found that most of 
the toner was removed before it reached the central 
portion of the precipitator in the course of its travel 
back and forth across the housing 634 between ad 
jacent plates 642 and 646 from the inlet to the outlet. 
Moreover, as more solution was fed to the precipitator 
the plates rapidly became saturated with toner. 
Moreover, when the source of potential was switched 
off some of the toner migrated back into the solution. I 
covered the central plates with zinc oxide-coated paper 
and found that the effectiveness of the precipitator was 
increased by a factor of five. Moreover, with the poten 
tial switched off very little toner migrated back into the 
wash solution. Not only does the use of the paper 
enhance the action of the precipitator but also it 
facilitates cleaning of the apparatus. The branch pipe 
640 serves to cover the tops of the plates with clear in 
sulating liquid to prevent arcing between the plates 
when the potential is turned on. 

In this embodiment of my invention I provide car 
riage 538 with a source 672 of variable biasing voltage 
which may be applied to the back of the copy material 
542 by means of a brush 674. The copy material 542 is 
of the type disclosed in my copending application 
referred to above. It will be appreciated that carriage 
538 and the paper handling mechanism are so con 
structed as not to ground the bias voltage. In order to 
prevent shorting of the bias by the developer applicator 
rolls owing to the presence of burrs of the conductive 
backing which extend through the photoconductive 
material, I apply a passivating coating to the surfaces of 
the rolls in any manner known to the art. As an al 
ternate to this biasing system I might bias the developer 
tanks and maintain the conductive backing of the copy 
material at ground potential, 

provide any suitable means such as a solenoid 
operated locating pin 678 for ensuring registry of the 
carriage 538 with the projector system 558, 

Referring now to FIG, 24 I have shown a form of 
control system similar to that described hereinabove in 
connection with the first two embodiments of my in 
vention for controlling the operation of the apparatus 
illustrated in FIG. 17. Initially carriage 538 is at the left 
over the projector system 558 and a fresh length of 
copy material 542 is in position to be exposed and 
developed. Operation of the machine is initiated by ac 
tuating a push button 650 to step a ring counter 652 
having seventeen output places from its home place to 
the first output place through an OR circuit 654. In its 
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first stage counter 652 energizes a one-shot multivibra 
tor 656 to energize the right hand drive for motor 548 
through an OR circuit 658 for a time sufficient to move 
the carriage to the right past a corona unit 562. At the 
end of that period the counter 652 steps to its second 
position, corona 562 is energized through an OR circuit 
660 and the left hand motor drive is energized through 
an OR circuit 652. As the carriage moves past the 
corona the copy material is charged and upon arrival at 
its left limit a suitable limit switch of the type described 
hereinabove is activated to step counter 652 to its third 
output position again through circuit 654. When that 
occurs lamp 557 is energized to expose the copy 
material through a suitable filter for a predetermined 
period of time. After that, operations take place in a 
manner analogous to those described hereinabove with 
the other forms of my invention. For purposes of sim 
plicity I have indicated the counter output places at 
which the various units are activated below the blocks 
in FIG. 24. It will be seen that OR circuit 654 steps the 
counter at the end of each operation. Output places 3, 
4, 7, 8, 11 and 14 operate respective multivibrators 662 
to energize the lamp 557 through an OR circuit 664 
during each of these stages. In this form of my inven 
tion, I have provided for color correction during the 
first two exposures only. 

Filter 559 is stepped at the fourth, fifth, eighth, ninth, 
14th and 15th places while the blotter roll 570 is raised 
and lamp 564 is lit during the sixth, tenth, 13th and 
16th stages through an OR circuit 666. Wheel 554 is 
stepped through an OR circuit 668 at the third, 
seventh, 11th and 14th output places. These output 
places may also control the biasing source 672 as 
required. The left hand drive is energized through cir 
cuit 652 in the second, sixth, 10th, 13th and 16th 
places while the right hand drive is activated during the 
first, fifth, ninth, 12th and 15th stages. The left limit 
switch may be used to activate the locating pin 678, in 
the final place, the seventeenth, the paper control 
system 670 is activated, 
The operation of the various forms of my apparatus 

will be apparent from the descriptions thereof given 
hereinabove. I have shown apparatus for producing 
four distinct developing steps using any desired 
sequence of developer colors and color correction as 
required. In one particular use of my system which has 
produced superior results employ as the copy material 
that disclosed in my copending application referred to 
hereinabove. 

I first charge the zinc oxide coated surface with the 
corona set at 260 volts input. Next I expose the surface 
to the image through a Kodak Wratten 47B filter (blue) 
for 4 seconds, I apply a 2.5 v. positive bias to the con 
ductive back of the copy material and develop with yel 
low developer. Next I charge the zinc oxide surface 
with the corona at 220 v, input. The surface is exposed 
to the image through a Kodak Wratten 47B filter for 2 
seconds and then to the image through a Kodak Wrat 
ten 58 (green) filter for 1% seconds. I apply a 2.5 v. 
positive bias to the back of the paper and develop with 
magenta developer, The final exposure is for 2 seconds 
through a Kodak Wratten 25 red filter, then develop 
with cyan with a 5 v. positive bias applied to the con 
ductive back. Under these conditions have discovered 
that the exposure and development with black is not 
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required as the developers used give a satisfactory 
black. I have further discovered that if black is to be 
printed as such it is best done last because of fatigue ef 
fects. Those effects are not so pronounced by exposure 
through filters for the other colors and whatever effect 
is present is cured by the blowing with hot air described 
hereinabove. Owing to the fact that electrostatic parti 
cles are of much smaller size than the size of the parti 
cles in the silver halide process, prints made by my 
process have much higher resolution. 

It will be seen that I have accomplished the objects of 
my invention. I have provided a process and apparatus 
for making color prints from slides which is much less 
expensive than processes of the prior art. My process 
electrostatically develops prints of high quality. It does 
not require any skilled operator. It is entirely auto 
matic. Prints produced by my process have much 
higher resolution than do prints produced by the silver 
halide process. My system faithfully reproduces the 
slide colors. 

It will be understood that certain features and sub 
combinations are of utility and may be employed 
without reference to other features and subcombina 
tions. This is contemplated by and is within the scope of 
my claims. It is further obvious that various changes 
may be made in details within the scope of my claims 
without departing from the spirit of my invention. It is, 
therefore, to be understood that my invention is not to 
be limited to the specific details shown and described. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
1. Apparatus for producing a color print from a mul 

ticolor original including in combination, a carriage for 
supporting a length of copy material, means mounting 
said carriage for movement along a generally straight 
line path to an exposure station and then along said 
path to a charging station and then along said path to a 
developing station arranged at spaced locations along 
said path, means for selectively exposing the surface of 
said material to an image of said original through 
respective filters at said exposure station, means at said 
charging station for applying a uniform electrostatic 
charge over said surface, a plurality of respective nor 
mally inactive developer applicator units at said 
developing station, respective means mounting said 
developer units for movement between inactive posi 
tions below said path and active positions adjacent to 
said path to apply developer to copy material on said 
carriage as it moves through said developer station, 
means for driving said carriage along said path succes 
sively to move said carriage to said charging station and 
to said exposure station and through said developer sta 
tion in a plurality of cycles, means for activating said 
charging means as said carriage approaches said charg 
ing station once during each cycle, means for activating 
said exposure means to expose said material to an 
image of said original through a respective different 
one of said filters on each of said cycles, and means for 
selectively moving a different one of said developing 
units from its inactive position to its active position dur 
ing the course of movement of said carriage through 
said developing zone on each of said cycles. 

2. Apparatus for producing a color print of a mul 
ticolor original including in combination a carriage 
supporting a length of photoconductive copy material, 
a plurality of normally inactive developer applicator 
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units, means for reciprocating said carriage along a 
generally straight line path above said units past said 
units in a plurality of cycles, respective means mount 
ing said developer units for movement between inac 
tive positions in said line and active positions adjacent 
to said path to apply developer to copy material on said 
carriage as it moves past the unit, means for applying a 
uniform charge over the surface of said material in the 
course of each of said cycles, means for exposing the 
charged surface to an image of said original in each of 
said cycles to produce a latent electrostatic image on 
said surface, and means for selectively moving said 
developer applicator units from inactive to active to ac 
tive position during the movement of said carriage past 
the unit on the respective cycles. 

3. Apparatus as in claim 2 in which said moving 
means comprises a rotary carrier, means mounting said 
units in spaced relationship around the periphery of 
said carrier, means mounting said carrier for rotary 
movement around an axis below said path and means 
for stepping said carrier through the distance between 
adjacent units on each of said cycles. 

4. Apparatus as in claim 2 in which each of said 
developer applying units comprises a tray for holding 
developer liquid, a plurality of applicators and means 
biasing said applicators outwardly of said tray. 

5. Apparatus as in claim 4 in which said carriage 
comprises means for acting on said applicators against 
said biasing means to position said applicators out of 
engagement with but closely adjacent to said copy 
material. 

6. Apparatus as in claim 4 in which said applicators 
comprise rolls. 

7. Apparatus as in claim 6 in which said rolls have 
roughened surfaces. 

8. Apparatus as in claim 6 in which said rolls have 
different diameters. 

9. Apparatus as in claim 2 in which said exposing 
means comprises a projector supported on said car 
riage, a filter comprising a plurality of sections of vari 
ous colors supported on said carriage and means for 
stepping said filter. 

10. Apparatus as in claim 2 in which said exposing 
means comprises a projector supported on said car 
riage for movement therewith and respective steppable 
filters at each side of said plurality of developer ap 
plicators. 

11. Apparatus as in claim 2 in which said exposure 
means comprises a stationary projector at one side of 
said developer applicator units and a steppable filter 
adjacent said projector. 

12. Apparatus as in claim 2 including a wetting unit 
mounted in said path, 

13. Apparatus as in claim 12 including a precipitator 
associated with said wetting unit. 

14. Apparatus as in claim 2 including clamping 
means on said carriage for holding said copy material 
during operation of said machine. 

15. Apparatus as in claim 2 including means for 
removing excess liquid from said copy material after a 
developing operation. 

16. Apparatus for electrostatically developing a 
color print from a multicolor original including in com 
bination, a carriage for supporting a length of copy 
material, means mounting said carriage for movement 
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along a generally straight linear path, a charging station 
and an exposure station and wetting station and a 
developing station at spaced locations along said path, 
a charging unit at said charging station, means for 
selectively exposing said length to an image of said 
original through filters of various colors at said expo 
sure station, a wetting unit adjacent to said path at said 
wetting station, said wetting unit adapted to be ac 
tivated to apply wetting liquid to said length as said car 
riage passes said wetting unit, a plurality of developer 
units, means mounting said units at said developer sta 
tion in a line below said path for movement into said 
path, means for reciprocating said carriage along said 
path, and means for selectively raising said developer 
units into said path. 

17. Apparatus as in claim 16 in which said charging 
unit is located at one end of said line, said apparatus in 
cluding a second charging unit at the other end of said 
line. 

18. Apparatus as in claim 16 in which said charging 
unit is located at one end of said line, said apparatus in 
cluding a second charging unit at the other end of said 
line and respective wetting units including said first 
named wetting unit disposed in said line between said 
charging units and said developer applying units for 
movement into and out of said path. 

19. Apparatus for producing a color print from a 
multicolor original including in combination, a carriage 
supporting a length of copy material, means mounting 
said carriage for movement along a generally straight 
path having a developer station intermediate the ends 
thereof, a rotary carrier, a plurality of developer apply 
ing units carried by said carrier, means mounting said 
carrier adjacent said path for rotary movement succes 
sively to position said developer units in an active posi 
tion in said path to apply developer to copy material on 
said carriage passing through said developer station, a 
steppable multicolor filter adjacent said carrier, a pro 
jector for illuminating said copy material with an image 
of said original through said filter, a charging unit in 
said path adjacent said carrier, means for stepping said 
carrier, means for stepping said filter, means for driving 
said carriage and means for actuating said charging unit 
and said projector and said stepping means and said 
driving means in timed relationship to cause the 
developer unit in active position to apply developer to 
said copy material in the course of movement of said 
carriage through said developer station. 

20. Apparatus as in claim 19 in which said projector 
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24 
is on said carriage, and in which said filter is at one side 
of said carrier, said apparatus including a second 
steppable filter at the other side of said carrier. 

21. Apparatus as in claim 19 including a wetting unit 
between said charging unit and said carrier. 

22. Apparatus as in claim 19 in which each of said 
developing units comprise a tray pivotally supported on 
said carrier, said apparatus including means for main 
taining said trays level as said carrier rotates. 

23. Apparatus as in claim 19 including means form 
ing an exposure window on said carriage and actuata 
ble means for releasably clamping said copy material in 
position over said window. 

24. Apparatus as in claim 16 in which said wetting 
unit comprises a tray containing wetting liquid, a pair 
of applicators, means biasing said applicators intp, said 
path, and means on said carriage for moving said ap 
plicators against the action of said biasing means to 
positions out of but closely adjacent to said path 
whereby said liquid is applied to said copy material by 
surface tension. 

25. Apparatus as in claim 24 including a circulating 
system for supplying clear electro-resistive liquid to 
said tray, and an electrostatic precipitator in said circu 
lating system. 

26. Apparatus as in claim 24 including a wiper blade 
associated with one of said applicators and means 
responsive to movement of said carriage in one 
direction for moving said blade out of engagement with 
said applicator and responsive to movement of said car 
riage in the other direction for moving said blade into 
engagement with said applicator. 

27. Apparatus as in claim 24 including a blotter roll, 
means mounting said blotter roll for movement into 
and out of said path, means biasing said blotter roll into. 
said path and means responsive to movement of said 
carriage in one direction for moving said roll out of said 
path during the initial portion of movement of said car 
riage thereby and for releasing said roll during the ter 
minal portion of the movement of said carriage 
thereby. 

28. Apparatus as in claim 27 including means for 
directing a stream of air against said copy material as it 
approaches said blotter roll in said one direction of 
movement. 

29. Apparatus as in claim 25 in which said precipita 
tor comprises a plurality of plates of conductive materi 
al and zinc oxide coated material on the surface of cer 
tain of said plates. 
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